
Decomposing Dutch d-pronouns: a perspective from L1 acquisition 
 
Third person pronouns that require an antecedent beyond their immediate clause build discourse 
coherence. There are two kinds of such pronouns in Dutch, p(ersonal)-pronouns and 
d(emonstrative)-pronouns. They make different contributions to the discourse coherence. The 
present paper deals with that difference and how it is captured in first language acquisition.  

We propose that discourse d-pronouns have the properties in (1). They have 
 
(1)  a. a local discourse antecedent on the left with focus saliency. 

b. a scope-bearing relation to the sentence-initial Spec,C position.  
c. a sentence-connecting function between two successive CPs.  
 

The property in (1a) creates an obviative effect. Simple examples show that the d-pronoun must 
refer to the preceding focus and not to its topic. The d-pronoun functions as a topic-shifting device. 
The p-pronouns, by contrast, do not impose a local discourse restriction on their antecedent, need 
not relate to the sentence-initial position, may very well refer to the running topic, and hence they 
have no obviative effect. See how these oppositions are effectively applied by the child within the 
triple discourse sequence in (2).  
 
(2) mother:  Nou doen we  [de trui]i  aan. 

 Now  do we   the sweater on. 
 ‘We will put on the sweater.’   

child:  Nee, diei  wil ik niet  aan. 
  No, d-proi  want I not  on. 
  ‘No, I don’t want to put that one on.’  
  Hiji is niet droog. 
  ‘Hei is not dry.’ 

  
Longitudinal graphs from Dutch acquisition corpora in CHILDES clearly show the following 
acquisition steps 1) Initially (before 2½), p-pronouns and articles are basically left out. The d-
pronouns as topic announcers of the utterance are abundantly present. 2) The acquisition of the 
discourse opposition p-pronoun (running topic) versus d-pronoun (switched topic) takes place after 
the acquisition of V-second as the matrix CP-operator (between 2½-3). This acquisition step 
reinvents the d-pronoun (as well as the wh-pronoun) in Spec,C A-bar position and the p-pronouns 
in standard argument position.  

The present analysis differs from the proposal of Wiltschko (1998) and Déchaine&Wiltschko 
(2002) that d-pronouns (as well as other disjoint reference markings for obviation) contain a factor 
<+D>. That would turn d-pronouns into R-expressions subject to Condition C. They have to be 
free. Especially, d-pronouns would not allow a distributive reading over a preceding quantifier as 
in (3).  
 
(3)  [De verkoopster]i  zegt  [iedere dievegge]k   dat   *diek/zek  de winkel uit moet. 

[The saleswoman]i  tells  [every female-thief]k that  d-prok//shek must leave the shop.  
 
The present analysis does not assume R-status for the d-pronoun. Like p-pronouns, d-pronouns 
lack an NP range. For that reason, they are antecedent needy and they can be bound by a 
quantifier. See (4) where die has a distributive reading.  
 
(4) [De verkoopster]i betrapt [elke dievegge]k   voordat  diek/*i   de winkel uitgaat 

                ze*k/i 
[The saleswoman]i  catches [every female-thief]k before   d-prok/*i leaves the shop.  

                 she*k/i    
 
The ungrammaticality of diek in (3) follows in the present account from the A-bar status of the d-
pronoun acquired in early child language. The d-pronoun in (3) must relate to the matrix Spec,C, 
but that results in ungrammaticality by the strong crossover constraint of A-bar movement.  
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